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Merry Retailing and A Happy New Marketing Scheme! |
Spatula In The Wilderness

It’s the most wonderful time of year. The second week of November has
started and (if you’re anything like me) holiday ad campaigns have already
made you weary. Endless hours of entertainment featuring
nauseatingly saccharine children and gooey sentimentality are enticing us to
buy, buy, buy. Rather than running off a negative little post on the subject, I
decided to reward the best of the worst. Thus, I give you my very own
November 9th Awards. My favorite way- too-early Christmas
advertisements that will keep me channel surfing for something (anything)
else to watch on TV. Here they are, The Spatula’s 2009 November 9th
Awards:

1. The babbling, cherubic Walmart robot child.  This is the curly-headed, demonic pre-schooler
who spends the entire advertisement inventing stuff for his mother to buy as she looks on
nervously. He just keeps coming at her with items until you’re sure he’s going to start asking
for dynamite, rope, Spanish fly-anything to throw the poor woman off.

2. Target’s new homemaker. The lovable  woman who practices holiday entertaining by feeding
her poor, dutiful husband paper turkeys. C’mon lady, even Target sells  perfectly suitable
Swanson TV dinners.

3. Build-A-Bear Workshop subletting its equipment to Santa’s elves. The elves plead with
store clerks to use the “workshop.”  The red-hot poker minded savants at Build-a-Bear figured
out that if you let kids watch a sock being stuffed with fuzz by a high powered, plexiglass
encased clothes dryer, it qualified as a workshop. Good old ingenuity and free market
hucksterism. More power to them.

4. K-Mart. Desperation reigns at the big K which is why the home of super-easy lay away rolled
out the first Christmas ads during the second week of October. K-Mart keyed into the idea that
eagle-eyed moms would be out laying away gifts early. The real lay away market, under
appreciated by K-Mart, is redneck grandmothers. The old school cracker grannies put away
all their christmas shopping back in August. When retailers seize this, watch out for July 4th
Christmas sales.

5. Macy’s Mattress Sale. I honestly thought that this was a holiday ad. There was the big, bright
red star, there were the mattresses that looked so cheery. Alas, it was just mattresses,
although something about that commercial made me want to buy my wife a Serta Perfect
Sleeper for Christmas…uh oh.

6. Bendaroos. Every holiday the makers of this product trot out a new advertisement for the
wonders of making stuff with “super strong string coated in bendable wax.” Long ago I put this
ad to the test of my resident first grader who pronounced Bendaroos ”dumb” after viewing the
commercial for thirty of its sixty seconds. This year’s ad comes with a testimonial from a kid in
Iowa who loves making stuff with his Bendaroos. Behind him is the family’s gorgeous ranch
style home, which looks like it was made of bendable wax sticks. I’m guessing that the Iowa
kid is supposed to represent some conservative, down to earth values. The makers of
Bendaroos weren’t going to show a testimonial from a kid in Weehawken, or show kids held
up at the Canadian border, because their parents  were carrying bags of contraband
Bendaroos (“We love Bendaroos! Please Let us go home!”)

Hall of fame ad: Lexus. Yeah, my parents loved me enough to put a big red bow on my Ford Pinto.
Right before the gas tank exploded on New Year’s eve. To all a good night!
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